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CouchSurfing culture catching on quickly

Courthouse
Nonprofit Web site makes traveling around the world cheaper no longer
distributing
absentee
ballots
Mike Gerrity
Montana Kaimin

Drew Vetere/Montana Kaimin

UM student Brian Martens sits in his living room. Martens hosts couch surfers from around the world whenever he can. He said he plans to couch surf through Europe
in January.

Jed Nussbaum
for the Montana Kaimin

When University of Montana
student Brian Martens decided to
visit Peru two summers ago, he
may not have planned on staying
with an entire family of strangers,
engaging in elaborate celebratory
drinking practices, partying on the
beach with people he’d just met
and eating pig penis soup.
But he found himself doing all
these things through the use of
CouchSurfing.org, a nonprofit networking Web site designed to help
travelers find temporary places to
stay with other members of the site
who offer up space in their homes.
Remembering his experiences,
Martens said, “They totally got us

“

”

Automatically you feel like a local.
Brian Martens, CouchSurfer host

dialed in to the local scene. Automatically you feel like a local.”
According to the site, CouchSurfing.org was created by computer programmer Casey Fenton
in 2004. Since its inception, it has
gained almost 1.5 million members worldwide, adding almost
9,000 in the last week alone.
Members register with the site
and create a profile, much like
Myspace or Facebook. A user’s
profile may contain his or her
interests; favorite books, movies or
artists; general philosophies; locations traveled and other information to help them find people with

similar interests.
Members looking for a place
to stay use the Couchsearch function. Most searches begin with the
name of a town or place, but hopeful surfers can specify searches
regarding preferred gender of a
host, age group, couch availability
or the last time members logged
in, simplifying navigating lists of
potential hosts.
A general Missoula search
shows 185 members, but narrowing the search to members who
actually have a couch open at the
time and have logged in to the site
in the last two weeks found just 31.

A user who can host fills out a
column detailing how many surfers they can accommodate, how
many days guests can stay, and
what accommodations surfers can
expect. There is no obligation to
host people, but many members
jump at the chance. Since joining
the site in July 2007 after hearing
about it from friends, Martens said
he has hosted around 40 people.
UM student Brian Vogl learned
of the site through surfers Martens
was hosting, and since signing on
in September 2008 he has hosted
around eight people.
“For me the best part is just
meeting new people that you’d
otherwise never meet,” said Vogl.
Still, many people are wary of

See SURFING, page 5

Those who have yet to receive
their absentee ballots for next
Tuesday’s elections in Missoula
will not be able to pick them up
from the Missoula County Courthouse as they have in years past.
Instead, absentee ballots will
only be available at the Missoula
County Fairgrounds on South Avenue West.
Election administrator for Missoula County Vickie Zeier said the
courthouse no longer has room for
ballot pickup.
“That decision has been in the
works for some time,” Zeier said.
Ballots can be picked up in the
Fine Arts building at the Fairgrounds. Zeier said that signs are
up to direct traffic to the building.
This year, she said about 50 percent of Missoula voters are voting
by mail.
Erika Rauthe, a UM graduate
living in Missoula, said she was
surprised to learn of the switch
when she never received her ballot
for city council elections.
“I thought I was registered to
vote by mail, and I never got a ballot,” Rauthe said.
Rauthe works for DemocracyInAction.org out of her home
in Missoula. She said she works
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., whereas absentee ballots are only available to
be picked up from the fairgrounds
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
“I have almost no reason to go
up to the other side of town other
than to go to the fairgrounds and
get a ballot,” Rauthe said. “This is
going to be real tough.”

See VOTING, page 5

Hauck: ‘I’ll take football questions from anyone’
Montana Kaimin staff
Head football coach Bobby
Hauck answered a question from
the Montana Kaimin yesterday,
ending a five-week period of silence with the student newspaper.
Hauck opened his weekly press
conference with the following
statement:
“It was a good win (against
Sacramento State last week). But,

before I talk about that, I’ve been
thinking that there are some serious things in life and there are
some things that are not serious. And one of the things that
is not serious is who’s talking to
whom … and the why of that.
“So I, because I can only speak
for myself, will move forward
from this date in a positive manner
in terms of this press conference
and the ones after games. And

I’ll take football questions from
anyone, OK? And everyone in
the room should know there are
certain issues that Montana State
Law constrains me from speaking about in regard to our students
and our University administration
is adamant that I don’t cross those
lines, OK?”
Hauck then looked to Kaimin
sports reporter Tyson Alger and
asked, “So, do you have a football
question?”

Alger asked a question about
Montana’s match-up with Weber State last year and Hauck responded with a detailed answer. It
was the first question Hauck has
answered from the Kaimin since
September, when the newspaper
reported an alleged assault on a
student by two UM football players last March.
Articles about Hauck’s refusal to talk to the Kaimin have

circulated in several community
and national media outlets in past
weeks.
In an interview shortly after the
press conference, athletic director Jim O’Day briefly addressed
Hauck’s decision to speak with the
Kaimin again.
“I think it was a good, positive
step in putting this issue behind
us,” he said. “We can get back to
just playing football again.”
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Moving on, looking forward

EDITORIAL

Allison Maier, Editor
This past month has
been a learning experience
for everyone at the Kaimin.
When we ran into obstacles covering the Griz
football team, we found
ourselves navigating unfamiliar territory, deciding how to deal with the

challenges we faced in a
way that would remain true
to our jobs as messengers
for the campus community.
We do not regret any
of the decisions we made
in the process, but we are
ready for new stories and
new places to direct our
energy. We welcome what
was more or less the extension of an olive branch from
Bobby Hauck yesterday.
Though Hauck made
no promises for his players at Tuesday afternoon’s
press conference, he said
he would answer footballrelated questions from anyone who asked them from
this point forward. In an

interview shortly after the
press conference, athletic
director Jim O’Day said he
was ready to start focusing
on football again. So is the
Kaimin.
A lot has been said on
both sides and the issue has
attracted quite a bit of attention lately, but we are more
than ready to put it to rest.
At the same time, we are
not going to stop doing our
jobs as journalists.
At the press conference,
Hauck reminded everyone
that “there are certain issues that Montana state law
constrains me from speaking about in regard to our
students and our University

I m a g i n e,
By Nate Rott

administration is adamant
that I don’t cross those
lines.”
The Kaimin staff respects those state laws and
school rules, but that does
not mean we will not continue to pursue stories we
think are relevant and important to the people on this
campus. It does not mean
we will stop asking difficult
questions when we believe
they need to be asked.
The situation that unfolded this semester is nothing I ever anticipated facing as an editor. But it has
been more educational than
anything I have learned in a
classroom.

It has taught me that, as
much as I want black-andwhite guidelines to look to
when making decisions,
most of the issues that arise
fall in a massive expanse
of gray. That is the case for
journalism as much as it is
the case for life.
It has taught me that because no situation is entirely
straightforward, people’s
perceptions will vary based
on their beliefs, experiences
and backgrounds. Those
all played into the different
ways that this story spread.
As someone on the receiving end of infinite
phone calls and e-mails
about the topic, I can assure

if you will

“You’re right, that sucked, I wish I hadn’t cajoled,
I don’t even know you and your hand was cold.
I’m sorry for you if your hand smells like dung,
my joey was sick, and I cleaned with my tongue.
Well, I’ll be off, got places to go,
It’s getting cold here and I’m not much for snow”.

scenario to find yourself in, but you’ve read this far and the
kangaroo has a point. You either do it or you don’t.

There you are, minding your own business, contemplating the crossword, ruminating over your class registration
— you know, doing what you do on a typical Wednesday,
when …

Let’s say you don’t. Perhaps you are the cautious type,
understandably leery of sticking your hand into a talking
animal’s pouch. You’d rather play it safe.
“No thanks, kangaroo,” you say. “I appreciate the offer
and your traveling all the way to Montana and all, but I’d
rather not.”

“I do not mean to interpose,
bound in here and talk in prose.
I know this may seem rather odd,
me being a talking macropod.
So let me explain if I may,
what it is I’m here to say.

Others of you might have liked it. There’s something
thrilling about reaching inside a kangaroo’s pouch, bravely
going where few (you think) have gone before. You ask to
try again.
“Don’t be silly, it was a one-time deal.
I offered, you agreed, and you gave it a feel.
I didn’t want you to start falling in love,
that’s that, we’re done, you should’ve worn a glove.”

“Don’t be sorry, I understand.
It’s your choice, it’s your hand.”
Perhaps you think kangaroos are foul and disgusting
creatures.

I am a marsupial, this is true,
from the land of boomerang and kazoo.
I have traveled long and far,
but enough of that, this is no memoir.

“Nay kangaroo,” you say. “Absolutely not. You are a foul
and disgusting creature.”

A proposal for you I’m here to make,
Please feel free to reject or partake.

“There is no need to be so rude,
but no worries, mate, you were not wooed.”
But some of you, the adventurous types, might accept
the kangaroo’s request. Perhaps you do it for the thrill, or
maybe there’s something in the kangaroo’s shiny black eyes
that exudes trust.

I will not kick, I will not bite,
I will not try to start a fight.
Should you say yes, that I avouch.
So will you reach inside my pouch?”
You pinch yourself, step on your own toe, do the hokeypokey and turn yourself around. The kangaroo is still there.
This is no dream, no post-Amsterdam flashback. It’s real.

“Alright kangaroo,” you say. “I’m picking up what you’re
putting down and I’ll give it a go.”
You reach your hand in. It’s warm inside, dry but greasy.
There are a couple of knobs at the bottom, but it’s otherwise
smooth. You pull your hand out, done with the task.

“I assure you it’s no Aussie trick,
say yes or no, and make it quick.”
It’s a strange request, no doubt, and an even stranger

allison.maier@umontana.edu

say, “Good god, that was gross.” You did it for kicks, because when else would you get the chance? But you regret
your decision; you could’ve lived without it.

A kangaroo dare

“G’day mate. How are you?
I’m a talking kangaroo.”*

the people who accuse the
Kaimin of seeking attention and whining to other
media outlets that this story
did not become as big as it
did because of the people in
this newsroom. It became
big because of the people
who stumbled upon it and
seized the chance to weigh
in because they felt strongly
one way or the other. It was
a fascinating process to witness and to remain at the
center of, but it was also
exhausting and, at times,
distracting.
I am not sorry it happened, but I am not sorry
it’s over, either.

Alright, stop. End scene. Ridiculous analogy? Yes, perhaps it was, but it gave me an opportunity to rhyme and,
more importantly, there’s a lesson to be learned from all
this.
This Halloween, when you’re out carousing with your
friends — partying, trick-or-treating, doing whatever it is
you do on a Saturday night — and you’re approached by
some mysterious creature, or schoolteacher, or nurse, or GI
Joe, or person-who-is-too-cool-to-dress-up-and-thinks-acowboy-hat-makes-up-for-it, STOP and think about it. I’m
not telling you what to do, but take a second. Put down your
PBR and think about it. If you want to say yes, then more
power to you, have fun. If not, then that’s OK.
And, if you’re stuck and know not what to do,
think of your friend, the kangaroo.
*It is my belief that if animals could talk, they would do
so in Dr. Seuss-like rhyme.
nathaniel1.rott@umontana.edu

Now, there are two ways you can react. Some of you may
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Q1:What is
your Halloween costume
this year?
Q2: What was your best costume ever?

Q1: “Little Red
Riding Hood.”
Q2: “Probably Bat Girl.”

Tommy Barrett, junior
Q1: “I’m thinking about being
John Belushi’s character (Blutarsky) from ‘Animal House.’”
Q2: “I was President Clinton getting ready for bed one year. I wore
bright red boxers and a black suit
jacket.”

Tim Ockler, junior

Kellie Jones, super senior

Q1: “Not yet.”
Q2: “I usually wait until the
last minute, so I’ve never been
anything creative.”

Ben Rowett, senior

Q1: “A frat boy.”
Q2: “A dick in a box. I
wasn’t the dick, though.”

Opinion
Letters to
the Editor
Acknowledge complexity
of Tibet-China issues
As a beneficiary of a UM-sponsored project that has allowed me
to spend much of the past 20-odd
years in Tibetan areas of China, I
was pleased to learn of Helena’s
Tibetan Children’s Education
Foundation, which is interested
in fostering dialogue and understanding (“Tibetan monk makes
sand mandala…”).
More of both are certainly
needed on Tibet-China issues.
Alas, neither dialogue nor understanding is advanced by misleading assertions.
Just as the Chinese government
hinders progress by its unending
vilification of the Dalai Lama and
its unwillingness to face legitimate
Tibetan grievances, those wishing
to support Tibetan aspirations provide a disservice to understanding
and compassion with claims that
Tibetans cannot practice their religion, enjoy their culture, or speak
their own language within China.
Given that there is a grain of
truth in almost any situation as
fraught as this, these claims qualify as simply wrong.
It is tempting to depict things in
simplistic terms, with good guys
and bad guys.
Dialogue, diversity and the
University’s mission depend on
our ability to acknowledge complexity.
Rich Harris
ecosystem and conservation sciences,
College of Forestry and Conservation
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Dogs funnier than cats?
Home video says ‘yes’

Associated Press
LOS ANGELES — “America’s
Funniest Home Videos” has been
going to the dogs for years, even
if cats make it a game from time
to time.
Dogs are a clear winner as the
funniest animal — especially wiener dogs, Chihuahuas and pugs
— judging by payouts from the series, which begins its 20th year on
ABC next month.
For example, there was the bugeyed Chihuahua getting a bath in
a sink. “It was the homeliest dog,
big bulging eyes that looked in opposite directions, his tongue was
hanging out, and he was soaking wet, the sweetest thing,” said
co-executive producer and writer
Todd Thicke
“You weren’t even sure it was
an animal,” added executive producer Vin Di Bona.
In the show’s first 19 years, 260
animal videos have won $2.2 million for their videographers. More
than half those winners (136)
have been dogs for $1.4 million in
prize money. There have been 34
cat champs making $210,000 and
22 birds sharing $115,000. Next
comes the nutty part: Nine squirrels have shared $54,000.
“We might not get a lot of

squirrel videos, but when we do,
they come through for us. They
are high percentage rodents,”
Thicke said. Almost all the clips
involve people in tight spaces trying to get away from the squirrels,
Di Bona said.
There have been multiple wins
for raccoons, giraffes, goats, horses, monkeys, bears, hamsters, llamas, mice, praying mantises and
whales. In the one-time wonder
category are the ant, bull, camel,
chimp, deer, elk, ferret, fish, fly,
frog, gorilla, guinea pig, kangaroo, lizard, orangutan, ostrich,
ram, rat, rhino, sea lion, spider,
snake, tarantula and toad.
Between them, Di Bona,
Thicke and co-executive producer
Michelle Nasraway could come up
with only one animal they hadn’t
seen — the tsetse fly.
And what has the show taught
them over the years? Never hold
food next to a monkey. Don’t stand
behind a horse. If you put a bowl
of food in the middle of a group
of puppies they will move around
it clockwise. Dogs tend to howl at
pianos.
But most of all, Thicke said,
“People love their pets and are
proud of them and have trained
them to do amazing tricks.”
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Gallup Poll analyst discusses Muslim opinions
Kimball Bennion
Montana Kaimin
The heated debate between the
West and the Muslim world is usually only seen through the prism
of sensational headlines or vocal
minorities and not enough through
the honest thoughts of regular
people, said a senior analyst from
a Gallup survey which aggregated
the opinions of Muslims across the
world.
“The time has urgently come
to democratize the debate,” said
Dalia Mogahed in a speech given
in front of around 500 people in
the Montana Theatre Tuesday evening.
Mogahed is the executive director of the Gallup Center for Muslim Studies in Washington D.C.
She also co-authored the book
“Who Speaks for Islam?: What a
Billion Muslims Really Think.”
Mogahed’s speech focused on
the findings of the survey, which
interviewed respondents in over 35
countries with significant Muslim
populations, including the United
States. While Mogahed said that
they didn’t actually interview 1
billion people, the survey’s method ensured an accurate sampling
of that number.
The interviews were done in
homes and face-to-face with all
members of the household over
the age of 15. Mogahed said this
method made sure that they had
access to as diverse of a sample as
possible, including those without
access to the Internet or a telephone and those who cannot read
or write. The research was funded
by the Gallup organization.
The findings were significantly
different from how the Muslim
world is often portrayed. For one,
Americans and Muslims have a lot
more in common than they may
think.
One open-ended question
asked respondents what they admired most about the West. The
top two answers from Muslims

Kathryn Bryan/Montana Kaimin

Dalia Mogahed is the senior analyst and executive director of the Gallup Center for Muslim Studies. Mogahed presented
her statistics and insight on her book entitled, “Who Speaks For Islam: What a Billion Muslims Really Think,” to a sell-out
crowd in the Montana Theatre Tuesday evening. She coauthored the book with John L. Esposito. Mogahed leads the analysis
and survey process that represents the opinions of more than 1 billion Muslims worldwide, including Muslims in the West.
Mogahed travels the globe engaging diverse groups on what Muslims really think about culture, the U.S. and the on-going
War on Terrorism.

were technology and liberty and
democracy. When asked the same
question, westerners’ top two answers were liberty and democracy
and technology.
This shows a common ground
between most westerners and
Muslims across the world, Mogahed said.
“People essentially admire us
for what we admire in ourselves,”
she said.
Also debunking another false

notion about the Muslim world
was a question asked about basic
freedoms.
Muslim respondents were asked
to pick from a group of choices
what they would guarantee to citizens if they were asked to draft a
new constitution. Muslims from
the U.S., Egypt and Iran ranked
in the top three countries that said
they would guarantee free speech.
The poll also showed that westerners and Muslims share the

same dreams for the future. Majorities from both groups both said
they wanted better jobs and a better education for their children.
The survey also showed that the
West is not seen as one big group
in the eyes of Muslims.
Muslim
respondents
had
been asked to associate the word
“ruthless” with one country from
a list of countries. Seventy percent
associated the word with the U.S.,
8 percent associated it with France

www.montanakaimin.com
www.montanakaimin.com
www.montanakaimin.com

and 6 percent, with Germany.
The Gallup survey also attempted to aggregate feelings of
Americans toward the Muslim
world, which have soured since the
terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001.
When asked to rate on a fivepoint scale between “no prejudice”
and “a great deal of prejudice”
how they felt about Muslims, 19
percent responded that they felt
none. The remainder of Americans surveyed said they felt at least
a little bit of prejudice, including
34 percent who said they felt a
great deal of it.
This prejudice may stem in part
from another false assumption:
that the majority of Muslims think
the attacks of 9/11 were justified.
The survey found that, on another five-point scale between
“completely justified” and “not
justified at all,” 55 percent of Muslims thought they were not justified at all. The rest thought the
attacks were at least somewhat
justifiable, and 7 percent thought
they were completely justified.
Mogahed said that those who
were completely against the attacks cited religious reasons for
their objections to it and often
quoted verses from the Quran to
further their reasoning.
The radical 7 percent used no
religious reasoning and cited only
political reasons for their support
of the attacks, she said.
In the almost decade-long
struggle of ideologies between the
Muslim world and the West, the
extremes on both sides seem to
have taken over how the rest of the
world views the debate, Mogahed
said. The findings of the survey
show that there is a much more
sensible majority.
“There are millions in the
middle who reject both extremes,”
she said. “Rather than let a vocal
fringe monopolize the conversation … we should let facts, not fear,
shape our global engagement.”
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ries got.
Staying with locals gives people the chance to get involved in
inviting complete strangers into local culture. Martens has taken
their homes. But CouchSurfing guests on backpacking trips and
has reference and verification sys- hikes up Mount Sentinel. Kromer
tems that give users a greater sense tells her guests to visit the Kettle
of security about whom they are House, hike the “M” trail, or float
staying with or inviting into their the river.
“Being able to show people
houses.
“The beauty of the CouchSurf- what I love about Missoula reing network is in its self-policing minds me how much I do love
and self-verification through Missoula,” said Kromer.
Sometimes visiting surfers take
the reviews that you write other
people,” said Martens. “It could their hosts on trips.
“One surfer drove me out to
potentially be sketchy, but just
once, because as soon as anybody Yellowstone because I’d never
been there,” Vogl
does anything bad
said.
they’ll get a negaSubgroups on
tive review. Genthe site can be
erally speaking, I
helpful, too. A
don’t host anybody
Missoula group
who doesn’t have
gets together for
any reviews.”
drinks and orgaMartens also
nizes meetings for
notes the impormembers to get to
tance of putting
know each other,
effort into creating
and Kromer took
full profiles with
some of her guests
enough personal
on a yacht cruise
information
to
on Flathead Lake
make prospective
that someone had
hosts or surfers
offered up via the
-Suzi Kromer,
comfortable.
group.
Suzi Kromer,
CouchSurfer host Montana
“It was amazalso a student at
ing,” said Kromer.
UM, first heard about the website
through a Time Magazine article “All these like-minded people exand has been a member since July cited about the organization, and
2008. She agreed that a good pro- none of us had bad experiences.”
Martens said the best part of
file is important for compatibility
the CouchSurfers community is
reasons.
“Sometimes people want to “The ability to connect with likeparty a lot and, being at the place I minded people in the real world.
am in my life, I can’t host someone You’ve automatically got really
good friends and tour guides anywho wants to do that,” she said.
Bad things do sometimes hap- where you go.”
Kromer agrees.
pen. According to the site, out of
“To know that there are people
nearly 24,000 new meetings in
the last week, 37 have been re- all over the world, from Germany
viewed as negative, but the site to New Jersey, that are thinking
does not detail why. Vogl recalled the same things I am, or are willa group of surfers who overstayed ing to share ideas that I’ve never
their welcome, and Kromer talked thought of before, that’s a great
about loud snoring and bad body feeling,” she said.
jedediah.nussbaum@umontana.edu
odor, but that’s as bad as their sto-

SURFING
From page 1

“Being able to
show people
what I love
about Missoula
reminds me
how much I do
love Missoula.”
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License to grow hemp in Montana issued
Associated Press
BILLINGS — The state this
month issued its first license for
an industrial hemp-growing operation to a woman who said she
wants to develop a domestic market for the plant despite federal
law barring its cultivation.
Laura Murphy, of Bozeman,
was the first to apply for the twoyear license since the state Legislature approved hemp’s commercial cultivation in 2001.
Federal law prohibits such activity, but the license issued by the
Montana Agriculture Department
on Oct. 14 could challenge whether the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration is willing to override
the state.
Hemp is similar to illegal marijuana but without the mind-altering ingredient of the drug. It is
grown in parts of Canada and Europe and has a range of uses, from
fibers for clothing to a source of
biofuels.
Murphy called the application
process “pretty easy.”
“I went in and had a criminal
history check and fingerprints and
said I had land to grow it on,” she
said. “They didn’t have an official
license for me; it’s just a letter.”
She said she intends to lease
160 acres of unused ranch land

VOTING
From page 1
Ross Keogh, vice chair for Forward Montana, said that, although
he understands the constraints the
county has been under since the
last election, more could be done
to provide voters access to what

near Ennis and is trying to arrange
contracts with buyers.
Murphy, 42, said she is a former dog groomer who works as
the office manager for a Bozeman
medical marijuana business. She
said there would be a separation
between that business, which is
run by her fiance, and the planned
hemp growing operation.
The Obama administration
last week loosened guidelines
on federal prosecution of medical marijuana operations, which
grow potent forms of the plant
used to treat Parkinson’s disease,
chronic pain, glaucoma and other ailments.
The Justice Department told
federal prosecutors that targeting
people who use or provide medical marijuana in compliance with
state laws was not a good use of
their time.
Montana applied to the DEA in
2002 for recognition of the state’s
hemp growing law. The request
was denied, but Montana Agriculture Department attorney Cort
Jensen said it could be reconsidered now that a license has gone
out.
“Obviously hemp is a little different than ordinary marijuana,
but they have declined in the past,”
he said. In the meantime, he add-

ed: “We will administer the state
law.”
In her license, Murphy was
warned by Jensen that “growing
hemp is still illegal.”
“You still need to get permission from the Drug Enforcement
Agency in order to grow it without
facing the possibility of federal
charges or property confiscation,”
he wrote.
DEA spokesman Mike Turner
said federal drug agents will be
watching to see if Murphy moves
ahead without the federal permit
— something she said she has no
intention to seek.
“We try to concentrate our investigations on major criminal
organizations that traffic drugs.
That’s our priority,” Turner said.
“We can’t speculate about what’s
going to happen until somebody
actually does something.”
He said some hemp operations
had received clearance to grow after installing fencing and security
to prevent public access, but he
could not say how many permits
have been issued.
Jensen also said that if she
wished to use pesticides, Murphy
would have to make arrangements
through the Agriculture Department since none is currently approved for hemp.

they need to cast their ballot.
“We just don’t understand why
you can’t offer voter registration
services in two facilities,” he said.
Late registration will be available at the fairgrounds on Monday from 8 a.m. to noon and from
7 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Tuesday, the
day of the election. After ballots

are filled out, they can be mailed
or dropped off at the courthouse.
Keogh said the more efficient a
voting system a community has,
the healthier its democracy will
be.
“The more people to vote in an
election every year, the better we
are.”
michael.gerrity@umontana.edu
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Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin

Fallen leaves litter the footbridge south of campus Monday afternoon as a cyclist cruises by. Recent rains and wind
have caused many of the leaves around town to drop.
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ASUM senate to debate
student loans, health care
Jayme Fraser
Montana Kaimin
Students could find it easier to
receive federal assistance for college if the Student Aid and Responsibility Act passes the U.S.
Senate this year.
ASUM senators Casey Smartt
and John Wilke will introduce a
resolution Wednesday night asking students to endorse the act and,
if it passes, will mail the resolution
to Montana’s U.S. senators.
“It’s the biggest bill on higher
education since 1967,” Smartt said.
“It’s essentially going to give students more money for college and
eliminate a corrupt system.”
The bill would disband the Federal Family Education Loan program, which currently funds students with federal money through
private banks that are reimbursed
if a student is unable to pay. It
would instead establish a direct
government loan program.
“It will save taxpayers $65 billion, of which $40 billion will be
reinvested to increase Pell Grants,”
Smartt said.
The bill’s supporters estimate
this reinvestment would make 40
million more students eligible for
Pell Grants, federal need-based
grants given primarily to undergraduate students.
“If it makes school affordable
for 40 million more kids, I think

it’s something we should support,”
Smartt said.
In other business, ASUM president Matt Fennell said the health
care debate is more relevant to the
University of Montana than many
students may realize.
“It’s kind of a microcosm of the
national health care debate,” Fennell said.
At the meeting Wednesday
night, Fennell will suspend house
rules so the senate can discuss
a resolution supporting a public
option in health care reform even
though the group of senators who
created the resolution were still
refining it when the usual recommendation committee met Monday.
Fennell and senator Andrew
Dusek co-wrote the resolution
partly because of abuses of the
current low-cost care available to
students.
“There are students who could
choose to come here, take one
credit and pass or fail it, but to take
advantage of student-rate health
care,” Fennell said. “It’s like freeloading — cheating the system.
The University of Montana was
not designed for this.”
The resolution describes such
abuses as an “opportunity to drive
up insurance premium costs” that
could reach students in a variety of
ways.
Another concern the authors
and sponsors expressed about the
current state of health care in the
U.S. is that people 18 to 29 years
old often believe they are “invincible,” so they do not seek insurance coverage after college, leaving them vulnerable.
Fennell said the public option
would be a new alternative for underserved demographics, including students.
jayme.fraser@umontana.edu
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Fans got first look at Lady Griz cagers Tuesday

Drew Vetere/Montana Kaimin

Lady Griz forward Jessa Loman Linford (20) battles for a rebound during a Silver and Maroon scrimmage at the Adams Center.

Troy Warzocha
Montana Kaimin
The Lady Grizzlies showed
their young, fresh-faced team to
the public for the first time this
year as Maroon defeated Silver
70-46 in UM’s annual Maroon
and Silver scrimmage at Dahlberg
Arena on Tuesday.
Maroon jumped out to an early
11-2 lead and never looked back
as it dominated Silver for most of
the contest. Senior guard Shaunte
Nance-Johnson led Maroon with
19 points, including five of its first
11.
“I expect she’s going to be a
really good player this year,” said
UM coach Robin Selvig about
Nance-Johnson. “She gave us
some good minutes last year and
she’s one of our older kids.”
“Man, I respect her. She’s definitely a role model for me,” said
true freshman Katie Baker. “Not
only is she a good shooter, that’s
just not it, but she’s a good leader.”
While Nance-Johnson is one
of Montana’s wily veterans, the
young team also showcased what
its freshman can do. Tuesday
marked the second team scrimmage for the Lady Griz and the
freshmen looked a lot more com-

fortable than they did in their first
scrimmage last weekend, Selvig
said.
True freshmen forwards Baker
and Alyssa Smith both had outstanding performances for their

“I’ve been
working on
rebounding
and staying
strong. It’s
definitely a
battle and
I love it.”
-Katie Baker,
Lady Griz center

respective teams.
Baker had a double-double for
Maroon, collecting a game-high
14 rebounds and contributing 11
points.

“I’ve been working on rebounding and staying strong,”
Baker said. “It’s definitely a battle
and I love it.”
Smith led Silver with 13 points
and played a game-high 37 minutes. Smith had a rough start to
the game, scoring only one basket and committing three fouls in
the first half. Early in the second
half Smith came out firing, as she
scored three 3-pointers within a
five-minute span.
“It was nice to see her [Smith]
get going because she’s going to be
a really good player. Not because
she makes shots, she has good allaround skills,” Selvig said. “She
has great intensity.”
In the first half, both defenses
were stingy as each team shot under 40 percent from the field. Every time Silver took the ball into
the paint it was swarmed by Maroon defenders. Silver committed
10 turnovers and while Maroon
had seven turnovers in the half.
The second half featured better shooting and fewer turnovers
as both teams came out shooting
the three. Smith made 3-of-6, senior forward Lauren Beck made
3-of-4 and true freshman Kenzie
De Boer made 3-of-5 from beyond
the arc.

Maroon finished shooting 40.3
percent from the field, while Silver only shot 28.6 percent for the
game.
In a game that featured a couple hard plays and decent intensity, there was also levity. With
just over three minutes left, a shot
bounced off the rim and got stuck
between the backboard and the
shot clock.

On a night where it seemed she
couldn’t miss, Nance-Johnson took
off one of her sneakers and got the
ball down on her first throw.
“I bet if she did it 10 more times
she wouldn’t get it. That’s tough,”
Selvig said. “We should be throwing shoes instead of basketballs
sometimes.”
troy.warzocha@umontana.edu
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Intrasquad matchup turns into the Anthony Johnson show
Matt McLeod
Montana Kaimin
For everyone else, the night
held something new — for preseason All-American Anthony
Johnson, it was the same old, same
old.
Griz basketball fans got their
first glimpse of this year’s squad
Tuesday at the Maroon and Silver
scrimmage in the Adams Center,
where coach Wayne Tinkle had a
chance to see how a group of new
players competed against returning talent.
But it was Johnson who stole
the show.
As last year’s leading scorer,
the senior point guard looked at
ease all evening, drilling jumper
after jumper to push the Maroon
side past the Silver squad 69-65.
Johnson finished with 25 points on
9 of 15 shooting and added three
steals.
Freshman Will Cherry had the
unenviable task of keeping tabs on
Johnson for most of the night.
“He’s a handful,” a winded
Cherry told assistant coach Bill
Evans through gasps while he
waited for Johnson to knock down
a pair of free throws.
He wasn’t kidding.
Already an explosive slasher
and deadly outside threat, Johnson
spent his offseason in the weight
room, adding yet another dimension to his game — physicality.
He came into the game packing an
extra 20 pounds, something that
forward Raason Young, who took
over for Cherry late in the second
half, said makes guarding Johnson
almost impossible.
“It’s terrible,” Young said.
“He’s super strong, so physically
he can just push you around. Plus
he’s smart, so he can always find
ways to beat you.”
Johnson was quiet in the early
going, spreading the ball around
and creating opportunities for

Kat Franchino/Montana Kaimin

Anthony Johnson dribbles past Will Cherry during the annual Maroon and Silver scrimmage session Tuesday night. The Maroon squad narrowly beat the Silver squad, 69
to 65.

center Brian Qvale and shooting
guard Shawn Stockton. But as
the game progressed, he began to
come alive on the offensive end,
pouring in 15 points after the half.
The formula is one Johnson
said Tinkle has stressed to keep

the offense balanced.
“It’s something we worked
on in advance,” Johnson said. “If
there are open looks early, I’m not
going to hesitate to take them, but
coach likes me to get everybody
going before I start to look for my

Montana rowing team takes first
in Portland despite youth, long days

Tyson Alger
Montana Kaimin
In the 1980s, an Army commercial used to tout that soldiers
do “more before 9 a.m. than most
people do all day.” The commercial’s credo didn’t take into account the Montana rowing team.
Out of all the athletic programs
on campus, the rowing club has
perhaps the most beautiful venue
to practice on: Swan Lake. But
practicing on the pristine water
every morning comes with a price.
“We meet at the university at
4:45 a.m. and hopefully get up
there by 5:30,” head coach Diana
Browning said. “Then we practice
and hopefully we’re back in town
by 8 a.m. classes.”
The early morning sacrifices
have paid off so far in the fall campaign. Browning’s team took first
place at the Portland Fall Classic
on the Willamette River this past
weekend. The team, now in its
third season, attributes its success
over the weekend to a hard regimen of practices.

Browning, who took over as the
club’s coach this season, said practices early in the mornings have
their advantages and disadvantages. She said that while being on
the lake early in the morning is a
peaceful feeling, it can sometimes
be hard to get everyone at practice.
“Alarm clocks don’t go off all
the time,” Browning said. “I seem
to be the only one that can wake
up before 4:30 without an alarm.”
Freshman Vincent Marocca
said waking up is a struggle.
“It’s not so bad when you’re
out there but it’s hard to get out
of bed,” Marocca said. “I have to
kick myself in the ass to get out of
those sheets.”
Sophomore Sam Crawford said
he finds it funny when people
complain on campus about how
tiring their days were.
“I laugh,” Crawford said. “People tell me how they did so much
today. That they had to wake up at
nine and went to bed at midnight. I
have to wake up at four and might
get to bed by midnight.”

Both Crawford and Marocca
were members of Montana’s first
place team this past weekend.
Those two, along with Daniel Barthelmeh and Bowen Humphreys,
led Montana to the gold medal in
what was its first race this fall.
“It was great,” Marocca said. “It
was surprising and satisfying. We
beat a couple of private schools.
That made me smile. They were
all dressed in their fancy uniforms. We just had matching tank
tops and still beat them.”
Browning said that the race was
a good one for Montana, a relatively novice team, to compete in.
“You never know what you’re
going to get with clubs,” Browning
said. “Some years clubs get lucky
and have a bunch of people who
used to row or are in really good
shape.”
Montana’s training at high altitudes proved to be a factor in the
race, Browning said.
“We were able to row faster
in general. Just all together the

See ROWING, page 11

own shot.”
Johnson wasn’t the only one
with a hot hand.
Young, a transfer from Washington, D.C.’s Hagerstown Community College, hit four 3-pointers to finish with 18 points on the

night.
The Griz brought in the lean,
6-foot-6 junior for his rebounding
and defensive prowess. Tinkle said
the performance showed that if he

See BASKETBALL, page 11
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University Pine beetle impact aggravated by climate change
Theatre
to show
‘Re:Session’
Collin Behan
Montana Kaimin
Ski junkies itching for winter powder can get an early
taste Thursday with the Missoula premier of “Re:Session,”
a movie by Teton Gravity Research.
The University of Montana Outdoor Program and the
Trailhead, a Missoula outdoor
gear company, have teamed
up to bring the Jackson Hole,
Wyo., company’s ski film to
UM.
Outdoor Program employee Andy Ambelang said every
year Teton Gravity Research
provides one of the first ski
movies shown Missoula. Since
the company is well known,
it tends to have high-quality
production and feature bigger
names in skiing than other ski
film groups, he said.
“Typically, it’s kind of ski
porn,” Ambelang said, “But
TGR tends to have a little
more story behind it.”
In Missoula, ski movies
tend to be a big draw and Teton
Gravity Research attracts
larger crowds, said Natalie
Hiller, programs manager at
the Outdoor Program. To accommodate the ever-expanding crowd, the film will show
in the University Theatre this
year, she said.
“They have a great reputation for putting on a great ski
film,” Hiller said.
“Re:Session” supervising
producer and principle cinematographer Josh Nielson said
the movie takes place over
several locations, including
mountain ranges in Alaska,
Utah, Poland, Italy and Montana. Over a dozen skiers are
featured in the film, which focuses on the recent recession’s
echoes into the ski world,
including the affects on lowbudget ski addicts, he said.
“We wanted to show how
the ski bum is affected, and
in many ways they’re the least
effected by the recession,” he
said.
But that isn’t to say all the
typical fodder for ski movies
isn’t present — gap jumps,
neck-deep powder and untracked, virgin runs abound.
“The type of riding these
guys are doing is super technical and really cutting edge,”
Nielson said.
One featured skier, Sage
Cattabriga-Alosa, said that
skiing in Alaskan powder
over his head was his favorite
part of filming the movie and
shooting in his native Utah
took a close second.

See SKI FILM, page 10

Hannah J. Ryan/Montana Kaimin

Professor in forest entomology Diana Six says students are often surprised at the small size of bark beetles, Dendroctonus ponderosae. Some wonder, she says, at how
such little animals can kill so many trees.

Hannah J. Ryan
Montana Kaimin
In conifer forests stretching from northern Canada to the
Mexican border, a native insect is
causing more damage than the environment can handle.
As the mountain pine beetle
moves through an area, it leaves
a trail of dead, rust-colored trees
oozing sap with which the tree
attempted to repel the invader.
Western Montana is undergoing
such an outbreak, said Diana Six,
a University of Montana professor
of forest entomology and pathology.
“The mountain pine beetle is
a tree-killing beetle and every 80
to 90 years there is an outbreak of
this insect, typically in lodge pole
pine forests,” said Six.
Six said the pine beetle outbreak is a natural disturbance
that serves an important part in
keeping stands of lodge pole pine
healthy. Thinning out weak trees
and making room for young trees
is necessary. Yet, the native insect
is more active than normal due to a
change in climate, Six said.
“With warmer temperatures,
the beetle population can build
more rapidly,” Six said.
Longer growing seasons are
a result of the climate’s 6-degree
global increase, Six said. This
makes trees far more susceptible
to beetle invasion because they
grow for longer time periods in a
warmer climate with less water.
The pine beetle has also made
an impact in Lubrecht, the 28,000acre experimental forest owned by
the University, Six said.
Ron Wakimoto, a UM forestry professor, said one-third of

Lubrecht’s forest has died from
pine beetle infestation.
Locations that have undergone
years of pine beetle infestation,
such as the timbered areas around
Helena that are comprised mostly
of lodge pole pine, see the prolonged impacts. Six said nearly 95
percent of these forests are dead or
dying.
The primary host of the mountain pine beetle is the lodge pole
pine. Yet in the current outbreak,
Six said she has seen the beetle
move to ponderosa pines.
In contrast, Missoula may better weather the beetle attacks, Six
said, due to the variety of conifer

“

days need to have temperatures
lower than 40 below zero.
“That type of cold just doesn’t
happen anymore,” Six said.
But this year could be different, she said. The mountain pine
beetle undergoes a process called
“cold hardening.” As winter approaches, the beetle replaces the
water in its body with a type of
anti-freeze allowing it to survive
the winter, Six said.
“If this year’s cold spell happened before the beetle had undergone cold hardening, it might have
killed a number of them,” Six said.
Six said that next week she
hopes to go into the field to do

If this year’s cold spell
happened before the beetle had
undergone cold hardening, it might
have killed a number of them.
Diana Six
UM professor of forest entomology and pathology
species in this area.
Cody Siegle, a sophomore
studying recreation management,
has seen the impact of pine beetles
around his family’s cabin near
Lincoln.
“We had to cut down almost
all of the trees around our cabin,” Siegle said. “They had little
specks of sap all over them where
the beetles entered them and we
wanted to take them down before
the wind blew them over.”
There is some hope that the
pine beetle was caught unprepared
in the early cold snap this fall, but
the actual impact is unknown. Six
said, for the winter cold to kill the
beetle, a number of consecutive

”

some research as to see if any beetles died.
As for methods of controlling
pine beetle outbreaks, Six said
there are few options. High-value
trees can be sprayed with pesticides or, if an infested area is
caught in its early stages, thinning
tree stands can also decrease the
beetle’s spread.
“But there’s no real option for
treating outbreaks in large-scale
forests,” Six said.
Working with Six is graduate
student Tracy Dahl.
“When a tree has numerous
pitch tubes along its trunk and
branches from trying to expel
the beetle it’s already considered

successfully attacked,” Dahl said.
“I went over to look at the trees
at the (Dornblazer) soccer fields
and they have the pitch tubes on
them,” Dahl said.
Within the next 10 years, Six
said, one can expect to see shortterm impacts such as large-scale
deaths in lodge pole pine, heavy
impacts in ponderosa pines and
changes to geography due to dying
forested areas.
“Landscapes will be very different in the future,” Six said.
Long-term impacts have the
most extreme influence on highelevation trees such as the white
bark pine. Six said this tree is
typically immune to the beetle.
The high-elevation cold prolongs
the beetle’s lifecycle and makes it
difficult to develop fast enough to
spread to other trees.
“Now being 6 degrees warmer,
the beetle can develop just fine at
those high elevations,” Six said.
While low-elevation forests
grow in more gracious environments with longer growing seasons and water supply, these forests will be able to recover, Six
said. Trees like the white bark pine
won’t come back and most of the
western U.S. could lose its high elevation trees, Six said.
“Even further impacts include
the threat to the snow-pack retention that we depend on as a water
resource, as well as a decrease in
a food source for the grizzly,” Six
said.
Relisted as an endangered species this September, grizzlies consume white bark pine seeds, Six
said. A factor in the bear’s relisting, Six said, was the decrease in
the availability of this food supply
due to the bark beetle.
hannah.ryan@umontana.edu
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Local government funds land protection near Miller Creek
Missoula City Council and County Commission approve $200,000 for conservation easement
Justin Franz
Montana Kaimin
In the mid-1960s, the Anderson family purchased a plot of
land near Miller Creek and began
ranching. Now, thanks to funding from the city of Missoula and
Missoula County, that land will be
preserved for future generations.
“It’s our life-long dream of
protecting the land up there,” said
Dennis Anderson, second-generation owner of the ranch. “I’m
deeply passionate about the Miller
Creek valley and I want to preserve it.”
Joining the Andersons and
their Spooner Creek Ranch was
the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation. The foundation presented a
proposal to receive money from
the city of Missoula and Missoula
County in purchasing an easement for the 207 acres of remote
and untouched woodland southeast of the city, near upper Miller
Creek. Since both the county and
city were involved, a joint session
of the City Council and County
Commission was held during the
public hearing.
Most of the land lies in the
Lolo Planning Region, so Missoula County was asked to pay
$175,000 of the total $200,000 in
public finds. The balance falls under the Missoula Planning Region
and the city was asked to pay the
remaining $25,000.
“I think we’re getting an incredible bargain for $25,000,” said
Jackie Corday of Missoula Parks
and Recreation.
An easement is a document that
protects land from urban development while the owners retain the
property. The 207 acres are valued

at $1.8 million and the Anderson
family has decided to donate a vast
majority of that value to the project.
According to Mike Mueller, senior lands program manger for the
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation,
the land is vital for the conservation efforts in the area, which include wildlife protection and water
quality preservation.
Mueller said the area is an important gateway for herds of elk —

“

It’s

Missoula’s

backyard and
there must be
some sanctuary
for wildlife.

”

Dennis Anderson
Second-generation ranch owner

whose numbers range from 150 to
200 — traveling between the Bitterroot Mountains and other areas.
He added that the area is home
to nine other species of wildlife,
including mountain lions, grizzly bears and wolves. Easements
and other conservation efforts to
the surrounding lands have also
helped, he said during a presentation at the City Council meeting.

“We’re making progress in protecting this corridor,” he said.
He added that the 75-mile corridor serves as one of the few places between Alberton and Darby
that the elk can travel.
Missoula County Commissioner Jean Curtise was among the
proponents of the easement.
“One of the unique things is
that city dwellers from Missoula
can walk into a herd of elk just 20
minutes from the city,” she said.
Jim Cusker, a member of the
Missoula County Open Lands
Commission, said that to truly appreciate the area one must visit it.
“The pictures, as beautiful as
they may be, just don’t do justice
to the property,” he said.
But with all the support from
residents and conservationists,
some council members had their
doubts about the proposal.
Council members Dick Haines
and Renee Mitchell questioned the
use of public funding to preserve
land that has little public access.
“We’re missing a great opportunity,” Haines said. “And because
of that I have a hard time supporting this.”
As Anderson sees it, however,
the area, by way of a lightly used
back road near the property, had
been opened but was soon closed
after the family dealt with litter
on the road. The only public access is from Miller Creek Road
that goes right through the middle
of the property. But, he added, if
backpackers and hikers asked for
permission to enter their land, they
would gladly allow it, as long as
they take out what they brought in.
Moreover, Anderson said the
successful passage of the easement is the fruition of a promise he

Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin

Evening settles over the upper Miller Creek area just south of Missoula. The 207
acres of Spooner Creek Ranch are now protected against urban development.

made his mother before she died;
he said he would work to protect
the special place she called home.
“The way I see it is that it’d be
nice if our grandchildren could
enjoy it,” he said. “It’s Missoula’s
backyard and there must be some
sanctuary for wildlife.”
With the money approved from
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both the city and county, the council chambers erupted in applause,
surprising Mayor John Engen.
“We don’t usually applaud in
this hall,” he said. “But we will
tonight.”
justin.franz@umontana.edu

SKI FILM
From page 9
“While Alaska is big and crazy
with helicopters and really fun,”
Cattabriga-Alosa said, “being in
your backyard with your bros goofing around is great, too.”
Doug Hutcheon, a goods buyer
at the Trailhead, said Teton Gravity
Research is one of the better-known
ski companies that bring films to
Missoula. A raffle giveaway of Tshirts and tickets for upcoming outdoor film festivals will take place at
the event, he said.
“At the end of the day, it’s just
supposed to be fun,” Hutcheon said.
Tickets to the show can be purchased at the Outdoor Program
offices on the first floor of the Fitness and Recreation Center or at
the Trailhead. The cost is $10 in
advance or $12 at the door, and the
film starts at 7 p.m.
collin.behan@umontana.edu
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Real ultimate power

Drew Vetere/Montana Kaimin

Opposing players fight for the disc during the opening round of ultimate Frisbee intramural playoffs on Monday, Oct. 26.

BASKETBALL
From page 8
stays within the offense, Young
can be a scoring threat this year.
Tinkle said he liked Young’s shot
selection down the stretch, a trait
that has been a work in progress.
“I thought he came out of the
flow a little bit in the first half, but
he let things come to him in the
second,” Tinkle said. “You’ve got
to remember that he was sick and
missed five practices for us this
year. He’s still working on some
things and getting better.”
Shooting guard Ryan Staudacher and forward Jack McGillis, who join Johnson as returning senior starters, added
11 points and showed signs that

they are ready to lead a team that
finished 11-5 in conference play
last season back into the hunt for
a Big Sky title.
Seven-foot sophomore Derek
Selvig, who struggled through his
injury-plagued freshman campaign, contributed 15 points —
doing much of his damage from
the perimeter, while freshman
Mathias Ward and Qvale finished
with 10 points apiece.
Next up is another scrimmage
this Saturday in Spokane. The
game, which isn’t listed on Mon-

tana’s schedule, is rumored to be
against Washington State, but Tinkle said he wasn’t allowed to say
whom they’re playing.
In the meantime, one thing is
certain: with the season opener
against Lewis and Clark State just
over a week away, playing time is
still very much up for grabs.
“We’ve got our one-two-three
punch pretty much set,” Tinkle
said. “It’s up to the rest of these
guys to fill in the gaps.”
matthew.mcleod@umontana.edu

ROWING
From page 8
number of times per minutes was
increased. They were tired at the
end but they were able to give a
strong push to finish.”
As the weather in Montana
starts to lean more on the winter
side of autumn, the cold will be

just another factor that adds to the
rigor of early morning practices.
Browning said that the team’s
last practice will be on Nov. 5, before its last competition in Seattle on
Nov. 7. Until then, Browning and the
team will continue to set its alarms
and enjoy the early mornings on the
beautiful, cold Swan Lake.
tyson.alger@umontana.edu
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Cutting studying to carve pumpkins

Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin

People everywhere are gearing up for Halloween weekend. Students in Craig Hall carve pumpkins to decorate the halls.

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Kiosk. We urge all readers to use their
best judgement and investigate fully any
offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out any money.
LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Keys at Zion l Show Oct. 15th @ the
Palace. Call Jennifer if found 461-1844
$$Reward$$.
FOR RENT
Weekend cabins 30 mins. from Missoula.
$44-$66/night. Rock Creek Cabins.
Call 251-6611.
Furnished rooms for rent Missoula
everything included-even housekeeper
$310/mo and up call now 866-728-2664
www.ValueAddedRentals.com
Arlee 4 bedroom, 2 bath home on one
acre. 25 minutes from the University.
$900 + deposit + utilities. Call 544-2001.

Montana Kaimin
Office Staff:

kiosk
KAIMIN

CLASSIFIEDS

R AT E S
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.15 per 5-word line/day

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week. Prepayment is required. Ads may be placed at
DAH 207 or via FAX: 243-5475, email:
kaiminads@gmail.com or call 243-6541.

Off Campus
$1.25 per 5-word line/day

Lost and found ads may be placed in
the Kiosk free of charge. They can
be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

FOR SALE
No more motels! Perfect home-awayfrom-home when visiting Missoula. Own
this cozy, remodeled 1bdrm condo. 10min.
Walk to Univ. 951 Ronald. $89,000.
Residents must be 62+. First viewings
available through Nov. 1. Call 543-6516
for appointment.
HALLOWEEN COSTUMES
Carlo’s One Night Stand. New location.
109 South 3rd. Open 11:00 - 8:00 pm
Everyday! 543-6350.
Wigs, wigs, wigs, eyelashes, mustaches,
makeup, tights, more! Carlo’s 543-6350.
Rent, Buy, 1000’s of choices. Gloves,
Go-Go Boots. Carlo’s 543-6350.

1000’s of costumes, wigs, hats, makeup,
fishnets, more! Carlo’s 543-6350.
Elvis, Marilyn, astronauts, convicts,
pirates, Go Go’s, Oktoberfest, cowboys.
Carlo’s 543-6350.
PERSONALS
Want better grades? The TM technique
improves academic performance.
www.tm.org - Paula 207-7496
Tobacco Free UM…. Why? Spit tobacco
is not a safe alternative. Chew delivers
5 times more nicotine than cigarettes
creating a harder addiction to break, not to
mention the carcinogens.
Need a dip? Wish you didn’t? Curry can
help. Call 243-2809

Counseling and Psychological Services.
Personal counseling appointments
available. Please call 243-4711
SERVICES
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Student
discount! Computer Central
136 E. Broadway 542-6540
Computer Problems? Free Diagnosis! Free
Diagnosis! Close to campus. First Call
Computer Solutions. 721-4592
Kung Fu - Self defense for women and
men. Classes held Monday and Thursday
from 7:30 to 9:30. $50/month. Beginning
classes start Monday 11/2. Call Jason at
543-2623, or Guy @ 240-4545 for more
information.

DUI Defense Associates. Don’t Plead
Guilty. Call 721-3726
HELP WANTED
Salvation Army hiring red kettle bell
ringers. Week of November 20th through
December 26th - $7.25 an hour. Apply
November 2nd - November 6th. 339 West
Broadway, Missoula. Bring photo ID &
social security card.
Local newspaper looking for freelance
writers for special sections. Pay BOE.
Submit 3 writing samples to Tia Metzger
P.O. Box 8029, Missoula, MT 59807
Survey takers needed. Make 5-$25 per
survey. Go to www.GetPaidToThink.com
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